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ABSTRACT
Touch is an essential sense to the social development and well-being
of individuals, acting as a communicative channel for emotions and
empathy. Our overall objective is to enhance the ability of embodied conversational agents (ECAs) to bond with humans. To reach
such an objective, we have endowed an ECA with the capacity to
touch and be touched in a social interaction with a human in an
immersive environment. By drawing inspiration from literature
on human-human social touch and related works on human-agent
tactile interactions, we have developed a framework for a touching
ECA able to perceive when and how a user touches it and decide
when and how to respond accordingly. This paper focuses on going
beyond a simple bi-directional touch interaction through a decision model that actually adapts its behaviour to the content of the
interaction, the level of rapport and the human’s touch avoidance
sensibility. This enables an actual interactive loop between the
agent and the human.

Figure 1: Human user interacting with an ECA in an immersive room
environment and haptics enable the use of bi-directional touch
with virtual agents (Figure 1) [30], modeling an ECA that would
be able to adapt to and use touch requires to think in terms of
interactive loop. Furthermore, as touch is a very intimate sense, the
agent should take the notion of the acceptability of a touch into
account to monitor for what the human might be comfortable with.
Thus the agent must not only be able to touch and perceive touch
(bi-directionality), it also needs to be able to determine, based on
the context and the human’s reactions, when a touch is useful and
acceptable: when to use it and when to opt for other modalities of
interaction, in order to keep the interaction going.
We aim to investigate if giving the ability to touch and be touched
by an ECA would improve their ability to build rapport [51] and
express emotions to a human [3]. Building a system allowing a
virtual ECA to use touch will participate in evaluating whether this
is indeed a useful and needed ability for its human interlocutors.
We propose a decision model allowing an ECA to decide when
to touch and with which touch type. This decision model is part
of an overall framework for a touching and touchable ECA in an
immersive virtual environment.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Touch has been shown to be a very effective channel for the communication of emotions [22] and to facilitate social bonding [9]
between toucher and touchee. In the field of virtual reality, haptics
are an increasingly important field of research, further improving
the feeling of presence and immersion in virtual environments [17].
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs), on the other hand, are
being given the abilities to display more and more verbal and nonverbal behaviours and to adopt strategies to bond and interact
socially with humans or other agents. They can thus communicate
through speech, prosody, gestures, facial expressions,... Putting all
those abilities to good use, ECAs have been able to elicit short-term
bonding in the form of rapport [2] and self disclosure behaviours in
human interactants [32]. However, touch is a modality that is still
missing in the ECAs’ panel of expressive displays. While immersive

2 RELATED WORKS
2.1 Human-Human Social Touch Interactions
Social Touch designates all the instances of interpersonal touch in a
social context. From the handshake to seal a deal to the encouraging
tap on the shoulder between athletes, social touch can take many
forms and express both emotions and communicative intentions.
Work by Hertenstein and his colleagues [22] showed how being
touched without seeing the touch could still lead people to identify
specific emotions correctly, even when the touch was performed by
strangers. Following on these findings, other works have nuanced
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those results by putting into light that the accuracy of the recognition of the emotion was improved when the two persons knew
each other to some extent (close friends, romantic relationship,...)
[35]. Similar types of touch are valenced and interpreted differently
based on the situation: a touch performed by an opponent in a
competitive setting will be interpreted entirely differently when
performed by a partner in a collaborative setting [7, 26]. Touch can
thus be categorized by its multiple meanings. For individuals, touch
is a sensitive matter. Culture [41] and level of relationship as well
as gender influence the way we accept or feel attacked when we
receive a touch. The topography of acceptance of touch has indeed
been shown to be highly dependent on the level of relationship
[49] and somewhat on the gender of both the person receiving and
the one performing touch. The notion of touch avoidance has been
built to evaluate, through a questionnaire, an individual’s level of
acceptance of interpersonal touch [34].

2.2

social touch in a human-understandable way at all? And do humans
react to an agent using touch similarly as they do in human-human
interactions? Through a reviewing of the social touch literature, Van
Erp and Toet [14] have shown how we can indeed expect similar
reactions and behaviours from humans when they interact with
a touching agent. However, in mediated interactions, social touch
practices have already led to different situations of harassment
in VR setups [4]. It is therefore especially important to take into
account the human’s comfort with touch (such as touch avoidance,
location of the touch, etc.) during the interaction. We thus believe
that ECAs should consider social norms when interacting via touch
and that this should be taken into account as early in the design of
the agent as possible.

3

TOWARD A DECISION MODEL

As mentioned in [24] and [14], the main abilities that are required
for an agent to interact seamlessly with a human are: an ability to
perceive the environment and what the human is doing; an ability
to adapt and decide, based on what was perceived and interpreted,
what behaviour to adopt in return; an ability to actually perform
that behaviour. When it comes to social touch, this means that a
touching agent should be able to perceive a touch coming from the
human; it should have the ability to interpret this touch and decide
how to adequately answer, with a touch or not; it should have the
ability to actually perform the chosen behaviour with its correct
modality in a way that the human can perceive.
As seen in section 2.1, touch and emotional expressions are
closely related. To be able to take the emotional side of the interaction into account, and have the ECA react in a believable manner
to touch, computational models of emotion [33] [38] seem like
prime candidates for the decision model of a touching agent. Computational models of emotion (CME) implemented from appraisal
theories [31] are decision models that evaluate the perceived inputs
in cognitive terms to generate emotions for the agent. The inputs
coming from the perception modules are considered as events that
are appraised (i.e. cognitively evaluated) [43], based on the agent’s
personality as well as how much these events score on certain scales
like valence or desirability for others, and finally how the events
impact the agent’s current beliefs and goals.
Touch is related to bonding [9] and the relationship between
toucher and touchee affects the acceptance of a touch. The agent
should take its relationship with its human interlocutor into account. We consider the notion of rapport [51], which can be defined as “mutual attentiveness, positivity and coordination”, with
attentiveness and positivity being especially important in the first
interactions, and coordination becoming more important when a
bond has already been created. While our decision model for a
touching agent does not intend to propose a very detailed way of
measuring rapport, having a touching agent adopt a rapport building strategy and have a basic estimation of its level of rapport with
its human interlocutor should allow it to better determine when a
touch would be acceptable.

Human-Agent Tactile Interactions

Research works that focus on human-agent touch interaction can
be separated in two broad fields: the sensing part of the interaction
(how to perceive and recognize a touch performed on the agent),
and the generation of haptic feedback (giving a sensation of touch
to the human via technology).
Most of the works regarding sensing and recognizing touch use
tangible textiles that act as an artificial skin [47]. They can reach
levels of accurate recognition/interpretation of touch similar to
those of humans and are often used to equip robots. When it comes
to virtual agents however, the sensing of touch is much less studied,
as tangible interfaces are rarer, for now, because of the difficulty
to integrate them to immersive environments. An exception is the
work by [37] that covers an agent’s virtual body (in an immersive
room) with shapes able to determine when a human body part
intersects one of these shapes. These shapes, which act as colliders,
make for a virtual skin of the agent and are used to determine where
and for how long the agent is touched. A similar collider-based
approach is used in more recent works involving multiple users
using mediated touch in a VR environment [50]. The approach of
[37] is however more complete in terms of the specifics of the touch
detection.
On the other hand, when it comes to the haptic sensation generation, researches aiming at making virtual agents able to touch
the human are slowly becoming more common. They often feature
a humanoid agent able to perform unidirectional touch, as in [52]
where agents are engaged in dialog interactions with humans, may
it be in the context of a collaborative or competitive game [24, 26],
or in a conversation regarding health prevention [3]. To simulate an
agent touching a human, different haptic devices placed on humans
have been used such as vibrotactile sleeves [25, 44] or inflating
devices simulating hand grabbing [3]. Combined with virtual or
augmented reality technologies, those devices produce interesting
sensations of co-presence when being touched [24].
As for the decision model itself and how an agent should use
touch, there are still very few works on human-agent interaction
that currently focus on going beyond bi-directional touch with a
complete interactive loop. When exploring this area of research,
one of the first questions that comes to mind is: can an ECA use

3.1

Proposed Framework

The model is designed as a computational model of emotions with
an appraisal of the inputs that is based on an internal representation
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of the framework and process order of our decision model in an interactive loop with a human.
of the states of the interaction and of the human user, and that will
trigger emotions and mood in the agent. The emotional state of the
agent and its beliefs regarding the perceived level of rapport and
the perceived emotional state of the human are fed to the decision
model, which allows it to select the adequate decision rules. This
process produces a communicative intention, which is then used
to determine an adequate modality such as speech, non-verbal
behaviour and/or touch. Finally, the chosen behaviour is rendered
by the corresponding devices.

3.2

by the agent or interaction with an object of the environment are
necessary inputs.

3.3

Agent’s Internal States and Fixed Values

The agent’s internal states are divided between its emotional state
and its beliefs.
The emotional state of the agent is dynamically adjusted as time
passes and events happen in the interaction. The appraisal process
of the model generates the mood and emotions experienced by the
agent based on a cognitive assessment of each event. The way an
event is evaluated is defined via appraisal rules, which take into
account the agent’s goals and the current state of its beliefs.
The beliefs, which are stored in a knowledge base, constitute
all the information that the ECA knows (or believes) about the
environment, the human and the state of the situation. Those beliefs
are dynamically adjusted during the interaction, for example the
attention level of the human or the step of the scenario they are at.
However, some values are fixed, such as absolute truths (location of
some objects in the environment for example) or values that are not
expected to change over time. One of those values is the baseline
touch avoidance of the human. To build a touch-based interaction
that will not make the human uncomfortable or feel invaded, the
agent ought to have an idea of the human’s overall comfort with
touch. To determine it, for sake of simplicity for the moment, a
validated touch avoidance questionnaire is given to participants to
determine their usual level of touch avoidance. This value is then
set in the agent’s beliefs prior to the beginning of the interaction
in order to improve the decision making of the agent.
In other words, we can define different individual agents with
different attitudes and priorities by fixing values such as the agent’s
goals. During an interaction with a human user, the agent’s beliefs
(e.g. the perceived level of human attention) and the emotional state
of the agent are constantly updated during the interaction, based
on what happens and what is done by the human. The updated
agent’s mind is continuously fed to the decision module.

Types of Inputs

Touch can be characterized by different parameters. We rely on
those defined in the literature from social touch and social touch
gestures recognition [21] [13]. We identify six touch parameters
but only focus on four of them for our touch perception for now:
intensity, body location, presence of movement and its velocity of
movement. Intensity is the kinematic velocity that the gesture has
at the time of first contact; body location is the part of the body that
is being touched; movement indicates whether the touch is static
or dynamic, moving along the agent’s body; velocity of movement
is the velocity of the human’s hand on the agent’s body, while
caressing for example. Duration and pressure are the two additional
parameters of touch that we do not include in our representation so
far. Pressure is indeed difficult to estimate in a VR context without
tangible interfaces, and duration of touches is a work-in-progress.
Other non-verbal behaviours of interest are the proxemics which
give information on the distance between the agent and the human,
and gaze direction that indicates where the human is gazing at. This
last parameter is also used to compute how attentive the human is
to the interaction. Proxemics information is based on the work by
Hall [20], with four spaces around the agent and the human, from
intimate space to public space. Those proxemics values have been
shown to still hold true in virtual environments [6]. Gaze direction
is discriminated between: is the human looking at the agent, at an
object from the environment that has a relationship to the topic of
the interaction, or at something else entirely?
Finally, all the actions of the human which directly relate to the
progression of the interactive scenario, such as choices prompted
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Processing of the Inputs

and especially the current estimated level of rapport. The decision
making itself thus happens in two steps.
To detail this further, the decision making process first takes
as input the current step of the scenario to determine all the actions objectively available to the agent at this point. Based on the
agent’s beliefs regarding the level of rapport with its interlocutor
and its own emotional state, it selects a specific communicative
intention. For example, if the level of rapport is estimated as low
and the internal beliefs of the agent indicate an apparent lack of
attentiveness from the human, the agent will decide to try to get the
human’s attention. If the emotional state of the human is evaluated
as agitated (high arousal), the agent could instead adopt a calming
behaviour.
It is in the second step of the decision making that the communicative intention will be instantiated into an actual multimodal
behaviour. The agent can use speech, non-verbal behaviour such
as gaze direction, gestures, facial expression, and/or touch. Our
rules specify which modality is available for each communicative
intention, and what are the specific conditions under which each
of those modalities should specifically be used. Among those conditions, the level of rapport and the value of the human’s touch
avoidance are first used to determine if touch should happen at
all, and then the physical conditions that make a touch possible
are examined (is the agent in range to perform the touch?). The
decision model thus outputs a communicative intention and its
instantiated behaviours specifying the modalities to use and the
utterance or content to perform. This gets transmitted to the concerned renderers (text-to-speech, animation module, and tactile
sleeve).

Once the inputs of the interaction are extracted, they are interpreted
and used to update the ECA’s emotional state and its beliefs about
the current situation, about the human’s perceived emotional state
and about the perceived level of rapport between them.
First comes the estimation of the attentiveness of the human
based on proxemics and gaze direction values, as those are known
to relate to attention and engagement [46]. Then, touch values
and actions of the human are processed to estimate his/her emotional state. To measure its variation over time, we chose to use a
dimensional model, based on the emotional cues displayed by the
human. As the relationship between touch and dominance is still
unclear and studies report different results [12, 48], we couldn’t
use the Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance scale of emotions [36]. We
thus decided to instead use the cirumplex model of emotion that
determines emotions based on a scale of Valence-Arousal [40]. More
details on how the values are computed in terms of attention and
emotional state of the human can be found in [5].
Both the updates of the human’s estimated emotional state and
the estimated human’s attentiveness are then processed to evaluate the level of rapport, as they correspond respectively to the
positivity and the attentiveness that constitute two of the three
main components of rapport [51], and the most important ones in
first interactions. Once all internal states have been updated, the
event is appraised: based on the goals of the agent, new emotions
are generated. For example, if the level of rapport goes down, the
agent might appraise this as an undesirable event which will set a
negative mood and incentivize it to adjust its behaviour to improve
the level of rapport.
For our model, level of rapport, current state of the interaction,
human’s perceived emotional state and the agent’s own emotional
state are the most important internal states for the decision making
process of whether to touch or not.

3.5

4

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we present the perception module, the actual implementation of the decision process and the haptic feedback. Even
though speech is a very important modality of interaction, for the
sake of simplicity we do not include human speech as an input
modality. Speech could however be added to the implementation
in future works without having to alter the framework. We focus
here on touch and how the agent updates its internal beliefs about
the environment, its human interlocutor and the interaction.

Decision

As evidenced by the literature on social touch between humans,
touch in social settings can take many different meanings [16, 19,
22, 28]. We designed the rules of our decision model based on those
studies and specifically selected the following functions of touch:
‘attention-getting’ touch, ‘turn giving or taking’ touch, ‘emotional
emphasis’ and ‘supporting’ touch. However, we believe that the
notion of a ‘supporting’ touch might not be completely unambiguous, and we chose to further divide and clarify it into the notions
of ‘comforting’ touch [8, 45], ‘encouraging’ touch [18], ‘calming’
touch and a general notion of touching for ‘maintaining rapport’.
Here, it is important to keep in mind that while touch appears
to be an appropriate communicative channel for those functions, it
is not the only one, and all of those functions can also be achieved
through other modalities, as evidenced by all the works related
to endowing conversational agents with gestural and speaking
abilities. Furthermore, since touch can be a rather invasive modality
in terms of intimacy, it is not as easily suited for every context
and every kind of relationship [49]. The agent should therefore be
able to first determine what communicative intention it wants to
convey and then determine what modality to use for this specific
intention considering the context of interaction, its interlocutors

4.1

Immersive Apparatus and Perception of
Touch

Making sure that the human can feel his/her own body immersed in
a 1:1 scale environment is central when working on touch. One of
the best immersive setups for this is the 𝐶𝐴𝑉 𝐸𝑇 𝑀 [10], an immersive room where the environment is projected in stereoscopic 3D
on the walls and the floor at 1:1 room-scale. Contrarily to what happens with head-mounted displays (HMD), such immersive rooms
allow the user to keep vision of his/her own body and gestures,
as only stereoscopic glasses are required to see the environment.
This makes it particularly appropriate to an interaction based on
touch (see Figure 1). On the other hand, it is much more costly than
the commercially available HMD solutions, and, unlike those, a
𝐶𝐴𝑉 𝐸𝑇 𝑀 makes it much more difficult to bring tangible equipment
inside the room, as it can damage the quality of the immersion by
obstructing vision of the screens.
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However, and despite those advantages of the VR HMDs, using
such VR devices rather than a 𝐶𝐴𝑉 𝐸𝑇 𝑀 , would require studying the
sense of embodiment and the effects of touch when one is not seeing
one’s own body but a virtual avatar instead. As recent works have
shown, this constitutes a research topic on its own [15, 50]. Instead,
our work is more specifically focused on coherent decision making
regarding bidirectional touch interactions. We thus chose to use
a 𝐶𝐴𝑉 𝐸𝑇 𝑀 -like immersive room, which is ideal for our situation,
while making sure to develop a generic software framework that
would not rely on a specific VR/AR or haptic setup.
Following the works of Nguyen, Wachsmuth and Kopp [37],
we built a virtual sense of touch for our agent by placing invisible
boxes and cylinders acting as tactile cells on the agent’s virtual body.
When the coordinates of the human’s hand overlap with those of
the cells it is considered as a collision and is used to determine
the physical values of the touch. One of the problems with the
implementation by [37] was that accuracy of the localisation of
the touch depended on the resolution of the grid of virtual skin
receptors (their number). To avoid this drawback and make the
detection of movements and of the precise location of touch more
reliable, we use large tactile cells corresponding to a whole part of
the body: arm, torso, shoulders, head,... Inside those cells, a system
of local coordinates allows us to determine where exactly the touch
happens and if it’s moving along time.
This setup allows us to know when and where on the body of
the agent a touch happens and for how long (timing, location and
duration). The initial kinematic velocity of the touching gesture is
also be recorded as a measure of the touch intensity. If the touch is
detected as moving along the body of the agent, then the velocity of
movement is also recorded. However, since the agent is intangible
and physical objects can go through it, measuring the pressure of
the human’s hand on the agent’s body is difficult in the current
state of our work.
Based on the coordinates of the agent and of the human, we
can measure their interpersonal distance. An estimation of the
human gaze direction is obtained by tracking the glasses and their
forward direction. This is only an estimation of the gaze direction;
it estimates the head direction but does not allow us to precisely
track where the eyes of the user are looking at.

4.2

The FAtiMA model [11] functions with parallel appraisals and
updating of the internal beliefs of the agent, with the latter being
based on a world model. Within the knowledge base of the agent,
we have implemented five main beliefs for our touching agent: human’s estimated attentiveness and emotional state, estimated level of
rapport, current state of the scenario, and static touch avoidance of
the human. Attentiveness of the human is currently implemented as
a discrete scale ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 stands for low and 7
for high: 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) = [1, 7]. The human’s estimated
emotional state is divided into two beliefs implemented as discrete
scales for valence and arousal: 𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) = [1, 5],
𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑙 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) = [1, 5]. We want to be able to adapt the
measurement of rapport based on what we value more in our specific situation between attentiveness, arousal or valence. Certain scenarios may require emphasis on the human’s attentiveness, while
others require it on the level of the human’s experienced valence. It
is thus calculated as a function of the values taken by the human’s
estimated attentiveness and the emotional state over time:
𝑅𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) ∗ 𝑥

(1)

+ (𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑙 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) ∗ 𝑦 + 𝑀𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝐻𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛) ∗ 𝑧)
+ 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠
In this equation, 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 are weights that represent, respectively,
the amount of attentiveness or emotional state (arousal and valence)
that influence rapport. Those weights can be set differently in order
to alter the calculation depending on the situation. In our case, we
want attentiveness to have the same overall importance as arousal
and valence combined, and arousal and valence to have equivalent
importance.
𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑥 = 𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 + 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑧 (2)
𝐴𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑦 = 𝑉 𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑧

(3)

We also want our agent to avoid using touch in an invasive manner
and thus we need to emphasize the distinction between low and
high values of rapport, while keeping a continuous spectrum of
values so that the model can make varied decisions even within low
and high values. The value of rapport thus ranges between 1 (lowest) and 100 (highest). The ThresholdValues are added values when
attentiveness, arousal and valence reach higher levels. The actual
values are to be empirically adjusted based on further evaluations.
This means that rapport is low (resp. high) if either attentiveness of
the human is low (resp. high) or the human’s estimated emotional
state is expressing a negative (resp. positive) mood. Finally, the
static touch avoidance of the human is a discrete measure which
can take the values of low (tactile person), medium (average touch
acceptability) and high (overall averse to touch). The static touch
avoidance is determined before the interaction starts via a questionnaire and is inputted as a fixed value which will modulate the level
of rapport required for a touching action to be chosen.
Besides its beliefs, the agent’s internal states also include its
own emotional state, generated by the appraisal process. This is
represented inside of FAtiMA by a continuous scale acting as mood,
which can be negative or positive, and labeled emotions with different intensities. In FAtiMA, two different sets of rules are defined:
the appraisal rules that determine how the agent evaluates an event

Instantiating the Decision Model

To make our work as easily available and reproducible as possible,
we wanted to have a generic software framework, especially for the
decision model. We also wanted to use a model that would have an
appraisal theory of emotion as a basis. There were many candidates
[23] but in the end our choice was to use the FAtiMA model, which
relies on the Ortony, Clore and Collins (OCC) model of emotions
[39], has a modular architecture making it easy to modify for our
needs, is in open access, easily plugged in an Unity3D environment
and has already been validated and used in the literature [11]. The
model’s inputs can come from various sources as long as a module
translates them in FAtiMA-understandable format. Similarly, with
an off-the-shelf touch device, it would only be required to translate
the model’s decisions into valid signals for the specific device. This
guarantees the adaptability of our work with different technological
setups.
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(that is, how the agent’s emotional state is calculated) and the decision rules. The appraisal rules determine how each type of occurring
event scores in terms of appraisal variables. There are five appraisal
variables taken into account in FAtiMA: desirability, desirability for
others, praiseworthiness, goal success probability and liking. Any
action performed by the agent or the participant is considered as an
event from the point of view of the agent, as long as the agent is in
a position to observe it. For each kind of event, such as the human
getting closer to the agent or starting to look at something else in
the environment, a specific rule needs to be designed depending on
the interactive scenario and the goals given to the agent. In our case,
’looking elsewhere in the environment’ is appraised as undesirable
because it is interpreted as a sign of inattention. This updates the
level of the agent’s mood and generates emotions or modifies their
intensity.
We define a touch event in FAtiMA as a tuple composed as follows: TouchEvent(Location, Intensity, Movement, MovementVelocity)
where 𝐿𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 designates the body part being touched, 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
designates the initial kinematic velocity of the touch and 𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
indicates whether the touch is static or not. For example, when appraising a touch event we define an appraisal rule that consider
two variables: desirability and liking. A touch event detected by
the agent will thus be considered as desirable when occurring on
an acceptable body part (arms, hands) and undesirable when occurring on a less accepted body part (shoulders, torso, head, legs),
generating respectively positive or negative feelings for the agent.
However, a touch on the shoulders and the back can become desirable if the level of estimated rapport is considered as high, as
relationships impact the acceptability of a touch.
The decision algorithm relies on logic programming, with each
rule being determined by a set of conditions expressed as logical or
mathematical statements, with a system of substitution of values
and variables. Our decision rules are thus further divided into two
types of actions the agent can chose to perform: dialog actions that
can be selected exclusively when the agent has the talking floor,
and generic actions (such as walking around, grasping an object)
which can always be selected.

Here is an example of a rule for the communicative intention of
getting the attention of the human available at the start of the interaction. This is not a decisive action in terms of the overall progress
of the scenario, so it doesn’t modify the state of the interaction. The
modality of this rule is touch, its conditions determine whether it
is appropriate to perform the communicative intention of getting
attention through a touch. The last condition indicates that when,
both, the estimated attentiveness and emotional state of the human
are low, the priority goes on being mindful of the emotional state
of the human.
Speak(Step1, Step1, GetAttention, Touch)
Conditions:
1. Has(Floor) = SELF
2. Rapport(Human) < 50
3. Attentiveness(Human) < 4
4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) != High
5. Mood(Human) >= 3
A second example considers a different communicative intention: comfort. This allows seeing the difference in the activating
conditions of those two rules. The intention comfort is triggered
when the level of rapport is low, the perceived emotion level of the
human is negative and the touch avoidance of the human is not
high.
Speak(Step1, Step1, Comfort, Touch)
Conditions:
1. Has(Floor) = SELF
2. Rapport(Human) < 50
3. Mood(Human) <= 2
4. StaticTouchAvoidance(Human) != High
We observe that a first condition always determines whether the
level of rapport is either high enough to perform a touch, or if it is so
low that it requires the agent to perform an action to improve it. In a
case where the level of rapport is low, the next conditions determine
whether it is the perceived emotional level of the human that is at
fault or the perceived attentiveness level of the human. Finally, we
look at the level of the static touch avoidance to determine whether
the current conditions are enough to activate the rule. Duplicate
versions of those rules exist with different conditions depending on
values of touch avoidance. This implies that there could be multiple
decision rules with conditions validated at the same time. To make
the final choice between multiple possible candidates we assign a
level of priority to each rule and the highest priority rule is selected.

Dialog actions. are defined inside a dialog manager, working
as a sort of state machine where each entry has a current state
and next state, which allows taking the sequential nature of the
interactive scenario into account. Each action has an initiator (the
one that performs the action) and can have a target. In our case of
social interaction, the target will most of the time be the human
participant. We define a dialog action as a 4-tuple consisting of:
Speak(CurrentState, NextState, CommunicativeIntention, Modality)
and a set of conditions that regulates when a specific dialog action
should be selected. The communicative intention designates the
function that this action serves in the scenario (attention-getting
for example, among the functions enumerated in section 3.5), and
modality determines which set of non-verbal behaviours should
accompany the action. For now, there are only two available modalities: gestures (which involves both body gestures and facial expressions) and touch (which involves hand and arm movement adding
touch). Different rules exist for each combination of communicative
intention and modality.

Generic action. encompasses any actions the agent can perform
apart dialog actions. They are encoded in the same format as dialog
actions with conditions that determine when to select them. It could
be, for example, Smile(Duration) which can happen regardless of
whether the agent has the talking turn or not, and provokes the
agent to smile for the indicated duration. The conditions of this
action include Mood(Agent) and StrongestEmotion(Agent).
Once a final decision has been reached, it is sent to the concerned
renderers (haptic device for the touch and the animation engine for
the other modalities), as seen in figure 2.
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touching or not for the agent. Switching to an online setup was
not possible for this specific protocol as it does not take perceptual
differences between VR and desktop monitor into account. We simulate all the inputs of the participant and try different base values
of attentiveness, emotional state and static touch avoidance. In the
scenario, the simulated participant P must reproduce a sequence of
colours and input the colours in the order the agent A gives them. P
faces a screen with five numbered and colour-filled boxes; A stands
next to them. To complete the task, P must remember which box is
filled with which colour, and then A indicates in which order each
box must be filled. This task is performed twice, with a different
random sequence of colours each time. In this scenario, the goals
of A are to build an above-average level of rapport and help P to
accomplish the task.
We model A so that it believes that the emotional state of P
becomes more negative when failing to perform the task; A also
believes that this failure is an indication of a low attentiveness
from P. That is, we hypothesize that P is emotionally affected when
making mistakes and that it is a mark of her lack of attentiveness.
We set the influence of the game success rate on P’s state of mind as
follows. The task can either be perfectly done with the right colours
in the right boxes and the right input order (with the consequence
of an increase in the perceived emotional state, and in the estimated
attention), done correctly in terms of colours but not in terms of
input order (which A does not comment about, but evaluates as
improving P’s emotional state and attention), done with one error
in terms of colours (decrease in P’s estimated emotional state and
attention) or completely failed (decrease in P’s estimated emotional
state and an even larger decrease in attention). Before the beginning
of the interaction, the static touch avoidance estimated for P is set
directly in A’s beliefs. For this simulation, this is also done for
the initial level of attentiveness and emotional state. To simulate
different types of participants, we present three simulations where
the participants differ in those initial levels of attentiveness, touch
avoidance and emotional state.
In our first simulation, the initial inputs are the following: Attentiveness(P) = 6, Mood(P) = 1 and StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = High,
which indicates a high level of attentiveness, a very negative emotional state but little appreciation for touch in general. The results
of this simulation are as follows:

We use the GRETA platform [42] to render the animation of the
agent. This agent platform follows the SAIBA model [29] and computes synchronized verbal and nonverbal behaviors. The GRETA
platform is integrated into a Unity3D application that renders the
whole environment with the stereoscopic 3D and manages the
physics of the virtual environment and the perception module.
As for the haptic feedback, the choice of the immersive room limits the kind of equipment that can be brought inside, with massive
and static installations being undesirable in order to preserve the
3D projection. Since we need something wearable of a reasonable
size that does not tire the user out, we opt for the creation of a
vibrotactile sleeve, SOFTLY. It is designed in accordance with the
literature, especially for the tactile brush algorithm [27] allowing
the use of the apparent motion illusion to give the sensation of
receiving a stroke on the arm. While vibrations are not the most
realistic sensations when it comes to touch, they are still able to
communicate affective information and be recognized accordingly
by humans [25, 44]. We choose to use voice coils as actuators that allow us to precisely set the frequency at which the actuators vibrate,
thus improving the quality of the vibrotactile rendering.
When it comes to the touch patterns themselves, we looked back
to the literature of social touch between humans to determine the
most interesting patterns to simulate. As vibrotactile sleeves are
less adequate to represent types of touch involving pressure, such
as grasping, we didn’t chose to use those kinds of touch. Based on
[1] [21] we selected a hit, a caress, a tap and a ”neutral” sustained
touch to be the most versatile in terms of the emotions and communicative intents they can express. Vibrotactile patterns (meaning
signals such as pink/white/brown noise and custom wave shapes)
emulating those touch patterns were created. Still basing ourselves
on the literature, we then assigned each haptic pattern to a specific
function of touch considered in our model [1] [21]. Attention getting is represented by a tap, comforting touch is expressed through
a caress, etc. When the decision regarding the behaviour to perform
is made, SOFTLY automatically performs the signal associated to
the communicative intention that it receives.
A preliminary validation with about ten human participants
allowed us to empirically test these patterns. The experiment involved receiving these patterns via SOFTLY in a randomized order
in a free of context scenario (that is, only the touch patterns are provided to the users). Participants evaluated each stimulus through
a questionnaire on valence and arousal. Both valence and arousal
were rated consistently with our expectations for each pattern, but
the very small pool of participants doesn’t allow us to determine
any significant effects. Further validation of the device in context
is planned as soon as the national pandemic context allows it.

5

(1) The equation 1 presented in section 4.2 is used to compute
the level of rapport, which is estimated as: Rapport(P) < 50.
Since Mood(P) = 1, the decision model outputs: Speak(Step1,
Step1, Comfort, Gesture), with no touch considering the high
level of touch avoidance. A second decision is made to make
the scenario progress: Speak(Step1, Task1, Inform, Gesture).
The model decides to give the information regarding the
task, again with no touch modality.
(2) Result of the task: P succeeds, only making a mistake about
the input order: as a consequence, A’s belief regarding P’s
mood has become more positive; since P has performed
well in the task, P may have been attentive; the agent thus
perceives an increase in its rapport with the participant:
Mood(P) = 2, Attentiveness(P) = 7, Rapport(P) = 60
(3) This is positively appraised by A, which generates a positive
improvement of its own mood. Based on those values, the

USE CASE SIMULATION

To validate our model, and in order to have supplementary inputs
for our model, we designed a task-oriented scenario (in the form of
a game) for an experiment. Since the COVID-19 pandemic situation
does not allow us to have human users experimentally validate nor
use our interfaces for the perception and generation of touch, we
choose to use simulated participants instead, and focus on evaluating the decision making process and especially the decision of
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decision model outputs: Speak(Task1, Step2, Congratulate,
Gesture), with no touch since rapport is not high enough to
counterbalance the high touch avoidance.
(4) Even though the estimated emotional state of P is still quite
low, the high level of attentiveness and the fact that P succeeded in the task make up for it, and A chooses to directly
give the next information regarding the second task, instead
of comforting again, without using the touch modality.

Overall, the outputs of the model are mostly coherent with what
we expected based on the literature. The selected communicative
intentions fit the interaction context, and rapport and touch avoidance are taken into account in the selection of the modality. In the
third simulation, the agent decides not to touch the human as it
believes the human could have failed the task because of the agent’s
touch. Since long-term temporality of actions is not yet considered
in our decision model, the agent touches the human later in the
interaction. These decisions of touching or not the human may
appear incoherent. However, this needs to be validated through human perceptive study. Temporality of continuous actions, such as a
long lasting touch, are also not yet implemented, which somewhat
limits the interaction possibilities.
While those results are encouraging, only an evaluation with
actual human participants can allow us to determine whether those
rules are believable and acceptable in context. To evaluate the perception of the interaction by human participants, we will use objective measures such as the position of the human in the environment
during the interaction, their gaze direction, as well as questionnaires
to determine how the participants have felt during the interaction,
both regarding the touches they received and their sentiment toward the agent. Furthermore, questions about the coherence of the
touch decisions and the human’s own estimated level of rapport
and acceptability of the touches will be used.

The second simulation uses the following variables: Attentiveness(P) = 2, Mood(P) = 5, StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = Medium, which
indicates a low level of attentiveness, a positive emotional state and
no strong feelings against the use of social touch in general.
(1) Rapport(P) = 60 prompts the following output from the decision model: Speak(Step1, Task1, Inform, Gesture), with no
touch since the level of rapport is average and this is not a
communicative intention where touch has priority.
(2) Task: P has made a mistake on one colour, leading to a drop
in the estimated variables. Mood(P) = 4, Attentiveness(P) = 1,
Rapport(P) < 50
(3) This is negatively appraised by A. Based on those values,
the decision model outputs: Speak(Fail1, Fail1, GetAttention,
Touch), with touch since it is an appropriate modality for
this communicative intention, rapport is not too low and
the static touch avoidance is not high. P reacts to the touch
by looking at A, which improves the attentiveness. Then A
invites the participant to try again. This time P manages
to find the right sequence, but not the right input order:
Attentiveness(P) = 4, Mood(P) = 5, Rapport(P) = 75.
(4) Since rapport is now high, the decision model first outputs
a congratulation with the gesture modality, and then decides to directly give the information regarding the last task:
Speak(Step2, Task2, Inform, Touch) where touch is used for
its function of maintaining rapport.

6

CONCLUSION

We have described a model to design a complete interactive loop
between a human and an ECA involving social touch as a communicative modality inside an immersive environment. A perception
module allows the agent to perceive when its interlocutor touches
it and how s/he acts in the environment. The ECA is then able to
use this perception to estimate its level of rapport with the human
and to generate emotions. This allows a decision model, based on a
computational model of emotion, to decide when and how to perform a touch. The final decision is instantiated thanks to a haptic
device and animations of the agent. The challenges of such an implementation are to reach satisfactory levels of perception, decision
making and haptic and graphic rendering at the same time. Our
framework does not yet allow very high levels of satisfaction on all
those points, as temporality some types of touch are still hard to
perceive or simulate. We nonetheless believe that even with simple
inputs such as the ones presented here, a believable interaction
can happen. Our next step is to evaluate the model with human
participants in a situation of interactive storytelling.

For the third simulation, we use the following variables: Attentiveness(P) = 3, Mood(Human) = 1, StaticTouchAvoidance(P) = Low.
This indicates a low-medium level of attentiveness, a very negative
emotional state but a general appreciation for tactile interactions.
(1) Rapport(P) < 25 prompts the following output from the decision model: Speak(Step1, Step1, Comfort, Touch). Despite
low rapport, touch is selected because the touch avoidance
is low and touch is considered very adequate for comforting.
(2) Task: P completely fails, which brings all variables to lowest
values. Mood(P) = 1, Attentiveness(P) = 1.
(3) This is negatively appraised by the agent. Based on those
values, the decision model outputs: Speak(Fail1, Fail1, Comfort, Gesture). This time touch is not selected because touch
had already been attempted before and was immediately
followed by a negative result. A invites P to try again with a
gesture, which leads to a partial success.
(4) Attentiveness(P) = 2, Mood(P) = 2. The decision process outputs congratulations without touch, because rapport is still
far below the mean value. Then, it outputs: Speak (Step2,
Step2, Comfort, Touch). Here, a comforting touch is attempted
again because of the low static touch avoidance. Finally, A
informs P of the last task without touch.
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